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HOW TO USE THE CODE OF CONDUCT
The Code is a handy guide to navigating ethical challenges that arise during fieldwork. 
It addresses the gap left by existing institutional ethics review processes, including 
interpersonal power dynamics, conflicts of interest and working with field teams. The Code 
is for any researcher who does fieldwork, across different disciplines, country contexts and 
career stages.

The Code is designed to be a living document, adapted to your specific fieldwork context 
by you and your research partners. It is not a mandatory part of any formal ethics review 
process.  We encourage you to use the prompts as a starting point for self-reflection and 
conversation with your fieldwork teams. In larger teams, an ethics champion could ensure 
the group upholds ethical behaviours whilst recognising each individual’s responsibility. 
Students may use the Code to facilitate discussions with supervisors and set expectations 
around support before they embark on fieldwork. 

The Code is deliberately ambitious in scope to prompt researchers to think critically about 
their fieldwork practices and how they interact with people during the course of their 
research. Not all points may apply to your specific fieldwork or be possible to implement 
within your time and financial constraints. We encourage researchers, particularly students 
and early career researchers, to focus on what you can do. Experienced researchers and 
those with large research projects and budgets may aim to be more ambitious. It is 
important to note that researchers’ own positionality and intersectional identities (e.g. race, 
gender, sexual orientation, age, disability, etc.) will affect ethical dynamics in the field.

Universities and research organisations have an institutional responsibility to support 
fieldworkers in their endeavours towards ethical practice. In addition to the Code and the 
resources listed below, we encourage researchers to take full advantage of training offered 
by your department, division or research institution. We also recommend learning from other 
researchers from your institution and the host country who have conducted fieldwork in the 
same area.
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PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING THE CODE OF CONDUCT
The Code was commissioned by the School of Geography and the Environment, as suggested 
by the Graduate Collective’s template for change on dismantling systemic racism. Currently, 
University of Oxford researchers are only required to complete Central University Research 
Ethics Committee (CUREC) processes if they are conducting research with human participants, 
and CUREC is limited to issues such as gaining participants’ consent and secure storage of 
personal data. However, a wide range of ethical issues and interpersonal dynamics can arise 
through interactions with research partners, participants or local communities during fieldwork, 
regardless of the type of research being conducted. This Code of Conduct addresses that gap.

We started by searching for best practice examples of guides for ethical fieldwork and found 
a lack of relevant or comprehensive examples from other universities, research institutions, 
funding bodies or NGOs. We, therefore, expanded our literature review to include grey papers, 
academic networks/blogs and some peer-reviewed articles. We also consulted researchers 
working on similar initiatives in other institutions. Using this information, we compiled a set 
of ethical issues that can arise during fieldwork. We gathered feedback on the draft Code of 
Conduct and additional recommendations document through focus group discussions with  
field researchers, at different career stages, living in the Global North and the Global South. 

LANGUAGE AROUND “FIELDWORK” AND “FIELD ASSISTANTS”
There are debates concerning the problematic use of the term “fieldwork” (see this blog post 
by Rachel Strohm) and “field assistants”. It has been argued that “field” is a neo-colonial term 
that ‘others’ those that participate in research studies and perpetuates the unequal power 
relations between Northern researchers and Southern citizens. Where there is a colonial 
history to contend with, we encourage field researchers to also reflect on this language. Our 
Code is intended to be used by any researcher, of any country, in any country, hence we have 
decided to retain use of the generalisable term “field”. However, we discourage the term “field 
assistants” and suggest a shift towards more empowering and equalising language such as 
“field researchers” or “field research staff”.    
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LINKS TO RESOURCES

University of Oxford research integrity  
and ethics
These open-access documents are particularly useful 
for researchers who do not have established ethics 
procedures at their research institution.

 University policies and codes of practice  
(e.g. collecting personal data from participants)

 Best practice guidance (e.g. Social science research 
conducted outside of the UK)

Free online research ethics training courses
 Global Health Training Centre: Social Science, Ethics 
& Communities

 Introduction to Research Ethics: Working with People

 People Studying People: Research Ethics in Society

 Community Based Research: Getting Started

The ethics of care in field data collection
 The ethics of care 

 Compassionate research

Working with vulnerable groups
 Research with Refugees in Fragile Political Contexts

 Ethical guidelines for research with displaced people

 Research with children: ethics, safety and avoiding 
harm

Working with indigenous communities
 Guidelines for approaching research in indigenous 
settings

 Code of Ethics for research with indigenous 
communities

Compensation for research assistants, 
participants and local communities

 Participant compensation in global health research:  
a case study

 Ethical and practical considerations of paying 
research participants

Relationships in the field
 Sex, romance, and research subjects: an ethical 
exploration

 The field as a landscape of desire: sex and sexuality 
in geographical fieldwork

 Masculinity and frank consideration of sexual 
attraction in fieldwork

Wellbeing of field research staff (including 
women, BIPOC and LGBTQIA+ staff)

 “This isn’t getting easier”: Valuing emotion in 
development research

 Vicarious [secondary] trauma training, University of 
Oxford 

 Preventing Harassment in Fieldwork Situations 
Report, University of Washington

 Sexual(ized) harassment and ethnographic 
fieldwork: A silenced aspect of social research

 The fieldwork initiative (sexual trauma in fieldwork)

 Sexual violence during research

 Protecting BIPOC scholars in the field

 Advice for women travelling abroad

 LGBTQIA+ foreign travel advice 

 Safe Overseas Travel Guidance for Staff with 
Protected Characteristics 

 Fieldwork and disability: an overview for an inclusive 
experience 

https://researchsupport.admin.ox.ac.uk/governance/integrity/policy
https://researchsupport.admin.ox.ac.uk/governance/integrity/policy
https://researchsupport.admin.ox.ac.uk/governance/ethics/resources/bpg
https://researchsupport.admin.ox.ac.uk/files/bpg16ethicalreviewofsocial-sciencebasedresearchoverseasv10pdf
https://researchsupport.admin.ox.ac.uk/files/bpg16ethicalreviewofsocial-sciencebasedresearchoverseasv10pdf
https://globalhealthtrainingcentre.tghn.org/elearning/#SocSci
https://globalhealthtrainingcentre.tghn.org/elearning/#SocSci
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/research-ethics-an-introduction
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/ethical-research
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/161097437.pdf
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/161097437.pdf
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/161097437.pdf
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/161097437.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/jrs/article/34/2/2308/5901673
https://www.fmreview.org/ethics/clarkkazak
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/briefings/research-with-children-ethics-safety-avoiding-harm
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/briefings/research-with-children-ethics-safety-avoiding-harm
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328913289_Approaching_Research_in_Indigenous_Settings_Nine_Guidelines
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328913289_Approaching_Research_in_Indigenous_Settings_Nine_Guidelines
https://www.ethnobiology.net/what-we-do/core-programs/ise-ethics-program/code-of-ethics/code-in-english/
https://www.ethnobiology.net/what-we-do/core-programs/ise-ethics-program/code-of-ethics/code-in-english/
https://academic.oup.com/inthealth/article/12/6/524/5962068
https://academic.oup.com/inthealth/article/12/6/524/5962068
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/resources/assets/docs/ethical_and_practical_considerations_of_paying_research_participants_508.pdf
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/resources/assets/docs/ethical_and_practical_considerations_of_paying_research_participants_508.pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20582827/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20582827/
https://rgs-ibg.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/1475-4762.00095?casa_token=gq7JczPAe-AAAAAA:f6LzIyh1AvBDnFGTlI_kUA6y_FmruEEZZQOWEshHqfarRgOae2bei7xWqUhvT9xVbAm_1uFrH0S_
https://rgs-ibg.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/1475-4762.00095?casa_token=gq7JczPAe-AAAAAA:f6LzIyh1AvBDnFGTlI_kUA6y_FmruEEZZQOWEshHqfarRgOae2bei7xWqUhvT9xVbAm_1uFrH0S_
https://www.jstor.org/stable/590367?casa_token=G0iclJH_9hMAAAAA:s45T-xHqdn1p13jIvSdn6BV_qOzNbMs4LTVTpMQObbj_EBbBxwprQjuNyOw3L45lrYO0LBUxOWCdoMX8KJiD189jwqq9e795DwSMLVWgQTlr832A
https://www.jstor.org/stable/590367?casa_token=G0iclJH_9hMAAAAA:s45T-xHqdn1p13jIvSdn6BV_qOzNbMs4LTVTpMQObbj_EBbBxwprQjuNyOw3L45lrYO0LBUxOWCdoMX8KJiD189jwqq9e795DwSMLVWgQTlr832A
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1755458611000223?casa_token=Fh04EkD608MAAAAA:sOZnTCEBGylrlaW1ybnpGjEdg8t6Rl8KEn6N37ltvZBfGpo3MH4VbI0sh0R4gGCN5Rrlh9c
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1755458611000223?casa_token=Fh04EkD608MAAAAA:sOZnTCEBGylrlaW1ybnpGjEdg8t6Rl8KEn6N37ltvZBfGpo3MH4VbI0sh0R4gGCN5Rrlh9c
https://www.socsci.ox.ac.uk/event/vicarious-secondary-trauma-workshop#/
https://www.socsci.ox.ac.uk/event/vicarious-secondary-trauma-workshop#/
http://psc.apl.washington.edu/HLD/REIF/RespectandEqualityinFieldwork_RecommendationsandReportUW_Jan2018.pdf
http://psc.apl.washington.edu/HLD/REIF/RespectandEqualityinFieldwork_RecommendationsandReportUW_Jan2018.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1466138116641958?casa_token=s7-V3IhjhQEAAAAA%3AXvN14qE6OynSSNp_bdxsf8nChFB3VCNR4eoVUlpgxn26p8EO18lt87tWVo2kWHYfDJQf-nLStQ&
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1466138116641958?casa_token=s7-V3IhjhQEAAAAA%3AXvN14qE6OynSSNp_bdxsf8nChFB3VCNR4eoVUlpgxn26p8EO18lt87tWVo2kWHYfDJQf-nLStQ&
http://fieldworkinitiative.org/about/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0308275X20917272
https://eos.org/opinions/ten-steps-to-protect-bipoc-scholars-in-the-field
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/advice-for-women-travelling-abroad
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-foreign-travel-advice
https://warwick.ac.uk/services/equalops/getinvolved/initiatives/travellingabroad
https://warwick.ac.uk/services/equalops/getinvolved/initiatives/travellingabroad
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/4FDC4307FBA45729EA2F972E6C7C7C63/S0016756820000928a.pdf/fieldwork-and-disability-an-overview-for-an-inclusive-experience.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/4FDC4307FBA45729EA2F972E6C7C7C63/S0016756820000928a.pdf/fieldwork-and-disability-an-overview-for-an-inclusive-experience.pdf
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Conflicts with your own ethical value system
 Concealing researcher identity in fieldwork

 Everyday risks and professional dilemmas: fieldwork 
with alcohol-based subcultures

Flexibility in the field
 Getting prepared to be prepared: How interpersonal 
skills aid fieldwork in challenging contexts

 Mediating messiness: expanding ideas of flexibility, 
reflexivity, and embodiment in fieldwork

 Remote [management of] field data collection: 
Doing fieldwork in a pandemic

Guidelines for ethical photography
 Upholding the rights of the people in the pictures

 Bond’s Ethical Guidelines for the collection and use 
of content

Comics about fieldwork challenges
 MDG Comics

 Bukavu Comic Series
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